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Intent 

Our aim is to provide an excellent education for all of our students; an education which brings out 

the best in all of them and prepares them for success in life as they overcome challenging life 

circumstances.  Our curriculum is designed to provide children with the core knowledge they need 

for success in education and later life, to maximise their cognitive development, to develop the 

whole person and the talents of the individual and to allow all children to become active and 

economically self-sufficient citizens.  This is all done withing the boundaries of the PAYS 

educational setting. By drawing on the best and most suitable available resources, in each subject, 

we hope that our curriculum enables children to appreciate and participate in the full richness of 

the human experience. 

 

Staff and leaders have been involved in developing the Learning Curriculum as a core academic 

curriculum, founded on these key principles: 

 

Entitlement – We believe that all children have right to learn what is in the Curriculum; schools 

have a duty to ensure that all children are taught as wide a programme as is available. 

Mastery – We want all students to achieve a full understanding of the knowledge specified in the 

Curriculum for each year. 

Stability –the is for a stable Curriculum, while we should make occasional adjustments in the light 

of feedback and experience. We will aim to develop stability over the years, so that staff can 

develop expertise, and we will build assessments and teaching materials to support the 

Curriculum. 

The Curriculum is intended as a concise specification of knowledge and content to be taught and 

learned. Staff will aim to bring the curriculum to life. 

 

 

Implementation 

The curriculum in each subject is implemented in a manner that befits the knowledge and the 

expertise available to maximise understanding and academic development. Subject specialism is 

the long-term aim of our curriculum and there are differences in the way that the curriculum is 

constructed and assessed in different subjects. Standardised written assessments, for example, 

play different roles for different subjects and may not be applied to lessons such as PE.  

 

As students master individual curriculum areas, they will eventually specialise and study fewer 

topics in greater depth. A 3-year Key Stage 3 provides students with the time and space to gain 

this secure understanding. Staff will support students in securing this knowledge and 

understanding. 

 

Our intention for teaching and learning supports our curriculum by ensuring that lessons build on 

prior learning and provide sufficient opportunity for guided and independent practice. We use 

“Tute” as the foundation of our teaching in most areas. 



The intention is for lessons to: - 

 

Begin a lesson with a short review of previous learning 

Present new material in small steps with student practice after each step 

Ask questions and check the responses of all students 

Provide models and exemplars 

Guide student practice 

Check for student understanding 

Obtain a high success rate and check for success 

Provide scaffolds for difficult tasks 

Monitor independent practice 

Engage students in regular reviews 

  

We aim to promptly identify and support students who may not have a secure grasp of reading, 

writing and mathematics so that they can access the full curriculum. 

 

Impact 

Students generally follow a bespoke and common curriculum, and assessments in most subjects 

reflects this.  These are summative assessments which allow students to demonstrate their 

growing understanding of their subjects and for staff to assess the impact of lessons teaching. 

These summative assessments are typically taken key periods in the year. 

 

Our formative assessments are designed to support students in achieving fluency in each subject. 

We are particularly conscious of the role that literacy and vocabulary plays in unlocking the whole 

curriculum. Staff support students with the meaning of subject-specific language, and lessons 

contain appropriate and tailored levels of challenge for both reading and writing.  

 

Every child has an equal right to a challenging and enjoyable curriculum. By delivering this 

curriculum well, and developing effective habits in our students, we aim to bring out the best in 

them. 

 

Assessment:  

Students will be set modules from BKSB. The results will be used to track their progress during the 

term. The new curriculum is based on a spiral model where units are expected to be taught once 

and applied in other units. Increasing assessment and monitoring to ensure mastery before 

moving on is essential to meet the demands of the new curriculum. At the beginning of every half 

term students will do a formal assessment from BKSB that will monitor overall progress, it will 

highlight weaker areas of learning, providing extra resources and intervention work to improve on 

these areas. 



All students will complete end of year exams and year 11 students sit mock exams prior to sitting 

their external exams. 

 

Catch up programme: 

For those students that have had  time out of school and missed parts of the education,  the 
school will provided catch up lessons specifically in numeracy and literacy  so they do not fall 
behind further.                          

Key Stage 3 

The core curriculum for all Key Stage 3 students includes English, Mathematics, Science, 
Humanities (History, Geography and RE) and Physical Education.  PSHE and Careers Education 
is taught throughout and within all subjects and Humanities (History, Geography and RE). 
Additional literacy intervention is timetabled for all students who are not yet reaching age related 
expectation in English and Maths.    

Key Stage 4 

The core subjects are English, Mathematics, Science, Physical Education, History or 
Geography. RE and Careers Education is taught throughout and within all subjects  

In addition, following guided discussion with teachers and parents, students choose from a broad 
range of options (academic and vocational) which have equal value in the curriculum but also 
focus on life chances and allow for success/progression for further study, either at P16 select or 
alternative study. We offer a broad range of subjects in Key Stage 4 including a number of creative 
subjects to ensure our curriculum is varied and accessible to all learners. Key Stage 4 options 
subjects include: RE, Business, ICT. 

 

Maths: 

Key Stage 3 (Year 7 & 8) 

The course outline pupils will follow in KS3 programmes of study are based on the new KS3 

curriculum. Through the mathematics content, pupils would be taught to:  

Develop fluency: • Consolidate knowledge and skills at KS2 and extend understanding of place 

value and number systems into decimals and fraction arithmetic • Select and use appropriate 

strategies to solve complex problems • Use appropriate language, terminology and notation to 

describe and analyse numbers, algebraic relationships, 2D and 3D shapes • Use algebra to 

generalise the structure of arithmetic and formulate mathematical relationships • Develop algebraic 

and graphical efficiency, including understanding linear and simple quadratic functions • Substitute 

values into expressions, rearrange and simplify expressions & solve equations. 

Reason Mathematically: • Extend their understanding of the number system to exploring their 

connections algebraic and graphical representations • Make and test conjectures about patterns, 

relationships by looking for proofs and counterproofs • Extend and formalise their knowledge of 

ratio and proportion in working with measures and geometry, also in formulating proportional 

relations algebraically • Interpret when the structure of a numerical problem requires additive, 

multiplicative or proportional reasoning • Begin to reason deductively in geometry, number and 

algebra, including using geometrical constructions • Explore what can and cannot be inferred in 

statistical and probabilistic settings and begin to express their arguments formally.  



Solve problems: • Develop their mathematical knowledge, in part through solving problems and 

evaluating the outcomes, including multi-step problems • Develop their use of formal mathematical 

knowledge to interpret and solve problems, including financial mathematics • Begin to model 

situations mathematically and express the results using a range of formal mathematical 

representations. 

Subject Content- Subject content is broken down into the following broad areas: • number • 

algebra • ratio proportion & rates of change • geometry & measures • probability • statistics.  

Student Experience & Expectation  

Students are grouped where best support can be tailored towards their progress and achievement. 

Students are expected to mark their class work and reflect on what they have learned and 

examine what they need to do to progress further after every lesson. There will be an increased 

element of functional maths and cross-curricular maths to provide opportunities for students to 

apply their knowledge, skills and understanding in mathematical and other contexts through 

problem-solving.  

Key Stage 4 (Year 9, 10 & 11) 

Our KS4 starts from Year 9 to allow opportunity for creativity tasks/projects as well as increased 

levels of assessment and monitoring in our KS4 curriculum.  

Students will continue to develop their knowledge and skills in: • number • algebra • ratio, 

proportion and rates of change • geometry & measures • probability • statistics.  

In each topic area the curriculum will seek to equip students with the ability to: – develop fluency in 

the recall and use of essential skills; – reason mathematically which will require students to use 

and apply standard mathematical techniques to independently solve problems; – extend problem 

solving to mathematical or other contexts. These will be problems where the students use and 

apply standard techniques to reason, interpret and communicate mathematically. 

 

English: 

Key Stage 3: (Year 7 & 8) 

The English curriculum in KS3 includes a wide range of activities which may be undertaken 

individually, in small groups or as a whole class. Reading, writing, speaking and listening are 

considered equally important.  

The English curriculum covers the following areas: • The use and development of written and 

spoken language; • individual and shared reading to critique how authors convey meaning in 

contemporary and pre-1900 texts, poetry and drama; • the use and influence of the media; • oral 

work, including prepared talks, discussion and performance; • writing fiction and non-fiction texts 

with a focus on using sophisticated vocabulary together with accurate spelling and punctuation 

pertinent to the audience and purpose; • the study of how social and historical context affects 

meaning; • the study of Shakespeare • individual and shared reading to critique it is expected that 

all students will complete wider reading at home in order to enhance their learning. In order to 

facilitate this, a reading challenge will be set for students to complete. 

Key Stage 4 (Year 9, 10 & 11)  

All students will follow both English Literature and English Language specifications. 

Exams will be sat at the end of Year 11 in June 2019. The requirements for the new English 

Literature and Language curriculum consists of: • the study of 19th century fiction, non-fiction 

and poetry; • the study of contemporary fiction, drama and poetry; • the study of a Shakespeare 



play; • writing a description and a narrative; • writing to persuade and argue a viewpoint; • reading 

critically to analyse an author’s viewpoint and attitudes; • an oral presentation with responses to 

questions. 

 

Science  

Key Stage 3  (Year 7 & 8)  

Forces ~speed, gravity electromagnets ~ voltage and resistance, currents energy ~ energy costs, 

energy transfer waves ~ sound, light matter ~ particle model, separating mixtures reactions ~ 

metals and non-metals, acids & alkalis earth ~ earth structure, universe organisms ~ movement, 

cells ecosystems ~ interdependence, plant reproduction genes ~ variation, human reproduction 

forces ~ contact forces, pressure electromagnets ~ electromagnets and magnetism energy ~ work, 

heating and cooling waves ~ wave effects and wave properties matter ~ periodic theory and 

elements reactions ~ chemical energy and types of reactions earth ~ climate and earth resources 

organisms ~ breathing and digestion ecosystems ~ respiration and photosynthesis genes ~ 

evolution and inheritance.  

During the year students will also develop their working scientifically skills. They will be asking 

scientific questions, planning investigations and recording data, they will then go on to analyse and 

evaluate their data. 

 

Key Stage 4  

In Year 9 students will spend one term consolidating their Key Stage 3 studies. In the Spring term 

students transfer onto the new GCSE Combined Science course.  

Areas of study: (Year 9)  

Biology: • Biomimicry • Cells • Respiration and photosynthesis • Classification, adaption and 

ecosystems  

Chemistry: • Atomic structure and the periodic table • Bonding, structure, and the properties of 

matter • Energy Changes  

Physics: • Electricity and electromagnetism • Energy • Particle model of matter • Waves  

Students will also develop their working scientifically skills. They will be asking scientific questions, 

planning investigations and recording data, they will then go on to analyse and evaluate their data.  

 

Key Stage 4 (Year 10 & 11) 

Biology: • Diet, exercise, hormone, genes and drugs • Surviving changes in the environment  

Chemistry: • Chemical Changes • Energy Changes • Rate and Extent of Chemical Change • 

Organic Chemistry • Using Resources  

Physics: • Energy and efficiency • Electrical energy and waves • Rates, energy, salts and 

electrolysis • Forces and motion • Electricity and radiation  

 

History: 



 “The more you know about the past, the better prepared you are about the future” - Theodore 

Roosevelt 

The overarching concepts for History at The Emscote School are:  

• Significance - How important are key historical events/individuals •Change and Continuity – How 

have societies and attitudes changed or stayed the same •Cause and consequences– How events 

lead to an event or an individual’s actions •Similarity and difference – How people or events are 

similar/different •Interpretations – How and why do interpretations of events/people differ •Sources 

– Analyse sources and consider their provenance •Diversity – Build a respect of cultures and 

opinions •Knowledge – broaden and strengthen historical knowledge over various time periods 

 

Geography: 

Knowing our place in the world, physically, morally and culturally, allows us to understand 

ourselves, others and empathise with the situation’s others are in. Understanding how and why 

places vary so much is achieved through exploring how our planet works, why our weather 

changes and the risks they pose to people. Combating the issues of rising populations and the 

exploitation of resources, such as oil and precious metals sustainably will allow all to make 

informed and ethical choices about how we interact with our environment.  

The concepts for Geography at The Emscote School are:  

• Location – Spatial awareness of different countries’ locations and the locations of major physical 

and human features • Place – Similarities and differences between different areas • Biodiversity – 

Life exists in all environments, how life adapts to it and how we interact with those environments• 

Hazards – Physical and human hazards affect people in different ways in different locations. • 

Interdependence – How countries and areas are linked through the flow of goods, resources and 

ideas • Resource management – How to use our planet’s resources sustainably and equally• 

Sustainability – Using our planets resources without negatively affecting our planet or future 

generations • Analytical skills – Using mathematical and cartographic skills to describe, interpret 

and analyse our world 

 

Physical Education: 

We all need to lead an active and healthy lifestyle. Exercise is fundamental, as it allows you to 

function and complete everyday tasks, as well as improving quality of life and life expectancy. 

Participating in sport reduces obesity and improves mental health through the release of 

endorphins and promotes social inclusion. The aim is to develop a lifelong interest in sport, either 

by committing to regular participation, showing a passion for sport or topic, effective teamwork to 

succeed in a game or situation or by choosing a career that you could make a living from in a 

growing industry.  

 

 

The concept of PE at The Emscote School:  

• Acquiring and developing skills – Performing basic and advanced skills in a range of activities. • 

Problem Solving – Team building and logical thinking. • Tactical understanding– Outwitting 

opponents using basic and advanced tactics. • Leadership and coaching – Communication, 

decision making, confidence and analytical skills. • Benefits of exercise – physical (lose weight), 



mental (less stress) and social (make new friends) • Effects of exercise – short term and long-term 

effects of exercise on the body systems.• Technology – Heart rate monitors, smart watches, stop 

watches and technology in sport. 

 

 

 PSHE: 

The Emscote Schools PSHE programme is used to reinforce those values which make our school 

community into one which is both tolerant and respectful. 

Lessons are used to further embed the teaching of British Values as well as cover important 

curriculum areas which prepare students for the modern world. The following strands are part of 

our current Life Studies programme: learning how to learn, beliefs and values, rights and 

responsibilities, ourselves and others, sex and relationships, health and development, work and 

careers, enterprise and finance, technology and the media. 

 

 


